Exhibition Hall

So, this issue is all about a bunch of images that I’ve found in an old book of images. I
love these!
OK, so this issue’s got SteamCon, books,
lots of ‘em, and The Summer of Steam - A theoretical up-coming summer where FINALLY
Steampunk has broken through in both the
Cinema and in Upper Crusty places. I had a lot
of fun with this one.
There’s also a look at several short films
that I’ve found (and in a couple of cases, rediscovered) and that’s been on my mind since
this is Cinequest shorts viewing season. I’ve
watched a few hundred of them in the last couple of months. My eyes are very very tired, but
there’s a lot of good stuff out there that filmmakers are doing and I’l happy I can help give
some of them get a little exposure. Plus, we

were teh first festival to accept and show The
Fabulous Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore,
which ended up winning the Oscar for Best
Animated Short Film last year. Sadly which
accepting the nomination for The Drink Tank
Hugo Acceptnce Speech kept off the Hugo ballot by less than a handfull of votes. You should
watch it, though.
Oh yeah, the Hugos. We lost 4 of ‘em. We
came in second and fifth for Best Fanzine for
The Drink Tank and Journey Planet, as well as
fourth for me and fifth for James in Best Fan
Writer. And fifth for Best Dramatic Presentation. No surprises, but occassional ExHall contributor Mo Starkey won Best Fan Artist, so
that’s a win for the Family!
And now, the fun of the Summer of
Steam (and SteamCon) BEGINS!!!!!
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Vox-Haul & I

Dear Chris:
Yup, Canadian Thanksgiving is a great time, and
any excuse for a long weekend is a good one. We’ve
eaten far too much, and enjoyed it all, and we will soon
be heading east of Toronto to Oshawa where Yvonne’s
sister Denise is putting together another Thanksgiving
dinner for the whole family. There’s a bit of time, so
time to whip up a letter of comment on issue 21 of
Exhibition Hall.
I don’t get many photo credits, so it is great
to see my photos of Steam on Queen here. But, also
mixed in with the SoQ photos are the photos of members of the Toronto Steampunk Society in High Park.
They do kinda blend together…the High Park shots
were top of page 9, and the middle and lower right
photos on page 10. Campbell House is right in downtown Toronto, and they were very happy to have us.
They set up a lemonade tent, and they are thinking of
perhaps a beer tent and food concession next June.
We have a new gazebo tent, and lots of new handmade
jewelry to sell to the folks who attend. 4300 people
walked through the front gate at Campbell House, and
the hours will be extended, too. Organizer Adam Smith
may have created a monster here, now to see if we
burst the iron gates next June. (I will be discussing the
idea of high teas at Campbell House in the future. The
are interested, but do not seem to have a clue about it.
I hope to inform them further.)
Will I get a chance to see the Campbell House?
I dunno. We’re very much looking forward to
seeing the ROM and the Shoe Museum.
Wish we could get to a Steamcon…the closest
stempunk convention to us now is the new Up in the
Aether in the Detroit area. We are tempted, but… I

now have a new job with a publishing company a few
feet north of the northern Toronto border, and I need
to sock away some paycheques.
I’ve heard that Up in the Aether is supposed to
be kinda cool. I know that World Steam Expo
is not happening again, sadly.
Hugos and Chicon… sorry you didn’t take a
rocket away this time, but man, you’ve got more Hugo
noms in the last few years than most of us will ever
dream about in a lifetime. Gotta start thinking about
what to do to get you more noms for LoneStarCon 3.
Losing four in a year is a special kind of honor.
I got one, and Mo winning is so great!
Amazing that a successful novel will be turned
into what I would expect to be an equally successful
manga. I can’t think of another book this could happen
to. It truly is a new publishing age. I have not been able
to get my hands on any other free steampunk books,
but hope springs eternal. My greetings to Count von
Plumbing Supplies…now there’s a big-name fan.
Count vin Plumbingsupplies is going to be a
HUGE name in the future! You can count on
the Count!
Back to Steam on Queen…there’s Yvonne
wearing the enormous top hat behind out table and
under the old gazebo, selling our merchandise to the
general public. It was a beautiful, warm day that day,
and many of the hipster and Goth and rock fan types
from the very cool shopping district
of Queen St. W. came to see what the
fuss was about.What got us such great
attendance? We used fancy postcards,
but most of all, it was Facebook and
Twitter, getting the word out to the
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online masses, more than a billion on Facebook now.
We are the ZuckerBorg, resistance is futile, prepare to
be assimilated…
The identity of Jack the Ripper may never be
proven, but speculation makes for an enjoyable mental exercise. There’s someone I haven’t seen in some
time… Peter Ustinov, my favorite Poirot until David
Suchet came along. Ustinov used to spend a lot of time
in Toronto, and my favorite quote of his…Toronto is
New York if it were run by the Swiss.
I did a pair of Murder panels at Steamcon. I’ll
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talk a bit more about that later. I loved it, and
since I’ve been looking into The Ripper since
I was in my early teens, and it finally paid off.
Whoops, time to go for another Thanksgiving
dinner! One thing I do like about an October Thanksgiving…a few more paycheques before Christmas.
Hope you’re having a great weekend, hugs to the lovely
Linda, and we will be further in touch between now
and SFCOntario 3. See you then!
Yours, Lloyd Penney
Linda’s as excited as I am about SFContario!

Steamcon 2012
I missed Steamcon 2011. I loved the first two
editions, but I missed the Third. I am a bad Steampunk.
THis year, I was happily asked to do a few panels, whihch is always a wonderful thing. Linda and I got ready
for the con and ended up having a wonderful weekend,
and I discovered that a thing about Steampunk that I
had never known.
There are a ton of Murder Junkies.
The first two SteamCons were held at the Marriott at SeaTac. It’s a wonderful hotel, but the con had
outgrown it by it’s second year. Last year, they relocated to Bellevue, Washington, and the Hyatt there. It’s
a classy hotel, a wonderful hotel, with a lovely lobby. IT’s
a gorgeous hotel, and it’s connected to three Malls via
a series of skywalks. There are a ton of restaurants in
the immediate areas, including a lovely Noodle House,
a PF Chang’s and an Indian place that was really tasty.
An amazing selection of food, from cheap (McDonald’s)
to high-end (Ruth Chris’ Steakhouse). The location
was an improvement, though it’s a location that doesn’t
have a bunch of Totem Poles, which was a great touch.
The con itself is exceptionally awesome. The
hotel has a beautiful dual staircase which adds a touch
of class, and I understand that it was also used for
the Steampunk Group Photo, which was awesome
to watch them take. The Dealers’ Room was biggest
one I’ve been to for a Steampunk con, and it was fully
stocked with a number of booksellers (which to me
is the best thing about a Steampunk convention) and
there were game sellers, lots of clothing and costume
folks, and a tea seller. I was happy with the selection of
dealers, even though the areas that I seldom buy anything in were the majority of the dealers.
Sadly, one of the GoHs, writer Kim Newman,

was ill and couldn’t make the trip. Rasputina was there,
and The League of Steam was also there as featured
guests. I can’t remember who the Artist GoH was.
The art show was a touch disappointing. The
stuff that was there was great, including a lovely Van der
Graff generator and a number of sculptural pieces. The
problem was it was quite small, and while that meant
a spacious room with lots of room for folks to walk
around, there weren’t as many artists as previous years
. At least that’s how it felt. Sadly, Hugo Award Winning
Fan Artst Mo Starkey was at the con, but not in the art
show. We’ll fix that for next year.
The programme, run brilliantly by Alissa Greene,
was broad and varied. There were costuming panels,
lots of ‘em, there were some real fun history panels,
and some good science-y panels. My favorite panel that
I got to see was the one on Jordan Bodewell about
Carnacki the Detective novels. It was his first non-music panel and it was really good, he knew his stuff. My
panels were pretty simple, The first was on Jack the
Ripper with the wonderful Kathy Hickok, a forensics
psych who had looked into the case. It was a fun panel,
full of dark humor. We were also on the Non=Ripper
London Murders panel later in the weekend, which was
in a PACKED room. We made a lot of innappropriate
jokes about baby murderers and so on. It was weird. I
did a Frankenstein panel with Carrie Vaughn and Cherries Jubilee that was part-academic presentation and
part us just chatting. The panel on Victorian Monsters in movies was great,
especially with The Airship Ambassador moderating. I did a panel on Hugo
and history that just hit on Melies. Fun
stuff all weekend!
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Steampunk and Victorian
Exhibition Foxlowe Arts
Centre, Leek
by James Bacon

Just south of the peak district where the West
Midlands starts to change into the North West of England, in Staffordshire Moorlands is the town of Leek
and it was this town that I was journeying to. Overlooking the Market Square, standing in a grandiose
fashion is a fantastic Georgian building, Foxlowe House.
Built between 1770 and 1777 by a local solicitor, it was
known as No 1. Leek for many years, and was used as
a red cross hospital during the First World War and
subsequently became a Club House.
This salubrious building is now the venue for a
Steampunk and Victoriana exhibition, housed in one of
the elegant high-ceilinged rooms of the Arts Centre, so
incredibly austere and fitting.
Of course the fine surroundings do not make
an exhibit, and I was wondering what I would find here,
and it was in no way disappointment.
The first piece I came to immediately caught
my eye, ‘Emily’s Story’ by Liz Yates, a reasonably local
artist coming from Macclesfield, it was a beautiful piece,
a collage of mixed media brilliantly framed to create a
visual story of ones own imagining. Liz had a number
of pieces in the exhibit, and her ‘Device’ an addition to
ones arm, and ‘The Phantom’ a mask projecting from
an intricate art piece, with a Stage Key combined into

the artwork, were indicative of the variety that was this
whole exhibit. I was impressed by the originality and
also the quality of the art. Liz was one of three local
artists.
The next piece, or rather set of pieces that really surprised me, where by Stefany Maden. Stefany was
on hand herself and delightfully spoke about her art.
Her work consisted of prints advertising various remedies, and below the prints were a selection of bottles,
with an acetate inside, rather like a ship in a bottle,
depicting the character from the advert. The adverts
were inspired brilliance, with various titles from ‘hair
problems’ to ‘rank breath’ were the play on words
was reflected in the line art of the adverts. An advert
is nothing new, but this original presentation method
along with some brilliantly portrayed humour really
made me smile.
Already I felt this exhibit was worth the trip.
The beauty of this exhibit, is that even though
it is relatively a small space, no one
artist was over used, in actual fact, by
having in some cases four items, that
were really strong, it gave a quality feel
to the selection.
Dr Geoff, who I’ve mentioned before
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on here, had a number of pieces on display, including
ones I have not seen previously, which is always nice,
and his adoration of Tea continues apace while his large
Steam-Punk-O-Matick is a gorgeous piece of artwork
that is detailed, again I hope we see more work from
this artist, who should really be captured and forced to
draw a comic.
Timesmiths are a team who create works with
watches and their items were also lovely, I was impressed by a piece of art and watch based around a top
hat, surrounded by a variety of artistic elements all in a
homage to Alice.
The Victoriana element was strong and I was
pleased with the inclusion of Magpies Vintage, a company who reclaim Victorian furniture and present them
for sale, on display, were pigeon hole drawers, theatre
lights and industrial cast iron school desk. These were
deftly placed around the exhibit, and there were a number of costumes on display of the
Victorian Age, along with a series of
huge prints, on loan from The Bradford Industrial Museum, who seem
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most helpful.
Also on loan from Bradford
were a wide selection of books for
punters to relax and read and I noted
that there was some excellent titles
on hand including Robert Rankin,
K.W. Jetter, Cherrie Priest and some
excellent anthologies, guides and art
books.This was no slipshod effort, one
sensed that serious care had gone into
the exhibition, it’s hanging was perfect,
the layout very nice and it maximised
its space, while not feeling in any way
claustrophobic or cluttered.
Vyctoria Hart also known as
Phantoms Siren had a selection of
prints on display, hailing from Sheffield
she ably combines steampunk heroines and ladies with an Art Noveu style,
which is currently in vogue, crashing
two popular artistic movements together to create very eye catching images, including the poster for the exhibition. There were many other artists
exhibiting, with nearly forty individual
pieces, a further 20 items items of jewellery by Jema Hewitt aka Miss Emily
Lady Bird and overall there seemed to
be more than enough to warrant a trip.
As I travelled back to London by train, I was
pleased my friend Emma J. King who lives locally had
suggested I attend, while impressed with the lively local
presence at the launch night, a seemingly continuous
stream of local people coming into the exhibit, to look
and show appreciation of the art and to give this Steampunk a look.
I think that curator Georgia Hamilton deserves
considerable praise. Bringing such an brilliantly eclectic
mix of artistic styles so skilfully to show in this wonderful setting is impressive, and just because she saw
an exhibition previously and thought it was something
worth doing, in her own time and to her own locality,
not just admirable but brave.
Splendid Stuff!
The exhibition is open from 10am until 4pm
Weekly on Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun until November
18th, 2012, more details and information can be found
on the website. - http://www.foxloweartscentre.org.
uk/2012/10/steampunk-victoriana-exhibition/
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Etiquette & Espionage by Gail Carrier
reviewed by Christopher J Garcia
When Gail Carriger’s Parasol Protectorate
novels wrapped up this year, I was sad. I was very sad. It
was a wonderful universe she had created and I felt like
there was a great deal more stuff that could happen in
there. Gail’s first YA series had been announced at that
point. Finishing School it was called, which was a cool
concept. I knew it was tied-in with the Parasol Protectorate universe, so I was more than willing to give it a
chance.
And, for the most part, I’m glad I did.
The story is that of Sophronia, a nearly hyperintelligent, and ultra-active, young lady whose adventures have put her poor, suffering family at the end of
their ropes, leading to them sending her to a finishing
school to turn her into a lady. What she doesn’t know
is that the finishing school, Mademoiselle Geraldine’s
Finishing Academy for Young Ladies of Quality, is not
only teaching the required elements for intergration
into the finest of society, but it’s also a spy school,
teaching the deceptive and assassinatory arts. I love the
concept because it reminded me of the Naked Gun’s
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saying “The best assassin is the one
that doesn’t know he’s an assassin!”,
but it also gave me stiff reminders of
the Harry Potter series. She was the

only one who wasn’t sure what was going on, but she
also had all the abilities in the world to deal with what
she’s thrown into.
And this is aptly shown with her first adventure on the way to Mademoiselle Geraldine’s where he
is confronted with having to defeat Flywaymen, those
dastardly beasts who attack from airships. She proves
much more cunning than the older girl who is ‘finishing’
by carrying a prototype of a special device that she has
hidden. That is the heart of the spy story.
The comparisons to Harry Potter don’t stop
there, either. There’s the school itself, a moving, hidden
fortress that floats above the Fens. There’s the professors who all seem to be pre-occupied by various afflictions and oddnesses, but who are ultimately capable
of dealign with any sort of attack. They also fundamentally misunderstand the concerns of Sophronia, which
is a tradition of all school-based literature. There’s also
no Hagrid-type character, but Sophronia has her allies
among the girls of the school, one of whom we’re familiar with from the Parasol Protectorate books, and
among the service personnel of the ship, including
young M. LaFoux, the cross-dressing inventor from the
Gail’s -less novels. This small team, much like the Holy
Trinity of Harry-Ron-Hermione, plans a couple of foolhearty assaults.

Now, you may think that all this tie-in with the
Harry Potter novels bother me or make the novel feel
derivitive. That is not the case. The way Gail writes the
characters is completely different, giving us a more serious understanding of the desires and feelings of them
as compared to Rowling’s insistence that the World is
Enough to carry you through the Potter novels. I was
much more engaged with the actors on stage in Etiquette & Espionage, especially the side-light characters
who all seem to be far more attractive than the leads.
I’d love nothing more than to read a full novel of the
adventures of Genevieve LaFoux, or Soap, or any number of the other characters.
My biggest problem, and one that’s been a problem in so many books I’ve been reading lately, is the fact
that it wraps up so quickly. It seemed like we were in

the middle of the story, and then just fifty pages later
it’s over. Maybe I’ve been reading too much Neal Stephenson, but it felt like things caught a zephyr and flew
far faster than the rest of the book, which is something
of a shame as the ending, particularly a scene at a party,
is really fun. I just wish there was more of it. This may
not be as much a criticism of the way the novel flows
as it is that I was drawn into Gail’s world as deeply as
possible and didn’t want to come out of it so soon.
So, Etiquette & Espionage is a fine novel and
a good start to what I hope is fine series. I can see
threads that are obviously going to get pulled for future
novels, including a vampire that I am 100% certain will
be involved in hyjinx in future novels, and I can’t wait.
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The Summer of Steam
by CHris Garcia

It had to happen sooner or later. Hollywood had
been circling around Steampunk for ages. Yes, they’ve
done some of it before. There was 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea in the 1950s, The League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen, Hugo, and so many other attempts, some
of which would suck, most of which would be forgotten, likely because of Hugo, almost everyone juped on
board and we got major studios making major motion pictures with Steampunk as the centerpiece. As
always, there are few original ideas in the movies, and
we have been presented with adaptations of graphic
novels from the 1980s, a relaunch of a legenary film
figure from spy novels, an animated/live action film that
changes everything., a classic comic book made into an
amazing French film remade into an even more amazing amazing arthouse flick, and perhaps the strangest
take, an opera written for the screen based on perhaps
the best-known steampunk novel of the 1990s.
This has been the Summer of Steam!
And beyond the major releases, there have
been so many others of lesser visibility.
April - The Adventures of Adele (dir. Julie Taymor, Budget - 14 Million, Box Office - 2.3 million)
Love on an Airship (dir. Ryan Gosling, Budget 35 Million, Box Office - 102 Million)
May
The Main Event: Edison vs. Tesla (dir. Quintain
Tarantino, Budget - 26 MIllion, Box Offcie - 12 Million)
Moebius (dir. Zak Snyder
Budget 100 million, Box Office - 94
MIllion)
Gimme Steam (dir. Garry
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Marshall. Budget - 48 million, Box Office - 6 Mullion)
James Bond: The Property of a Lady (dir. Luc
Besson, Budget 135 MIllion, Box Office 354 Million)
SteamPunk Dreams (dir. Paul Anderson, Budget
13 Million, Box Office - 3 Million)
Soulless (dir. David Lynch Budget 20 MIllion,
Box Office - 36 Million)
Mythbusters - Busting Steam (dir. Adam Savage,
Budget 5 million, Box Office - 8 MIllion)
June
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea - (dir. McG, Budget 250 Million dollars, Box Office - 40 million)
The Circus (dir. Adam Sandler, Budget - 12 Million, Box Office 148 Million)
Indiana Jones & The Brass Farthing (dir. Steven
Spielberg, Budget - 170 MIllion, Box Office - 350 Million)
July
Batman: Gotham by Gaslight (dir. Gans, Budget
- 150 MIllion Dollars, Box Office - 1.3 Billion dollars)
Frank Gordienko - Union Buster! (dir. Lars Von
Trier, Budget 4 Million dollars, Box Office - 682, 000
Euros)
August
The Difference Engine (dirs. Baz Luhrmann &
Phillip Glass, Budget 200 Million, Box Office - 19 MIllion)
Dreadnaught (dir. Sam Raimi, Budget 23 Million,
Box Office - 149 Million)
Abney Park: Live & In Concert (dir. David Byrne,
Budget 6 million, Box Office - 6 million)

James Bond: THe Property of A Lady
reviewed by Christopher J Garcia
Everyone expected something different from
this outing for Britain’s top spy; or perhaps The Empire’s
Top Spy would be more appropriate in this go-’round.
The conception of the film itself, seen by many as a
direct response to the announcement of a Batman film
set in late 19th Century Gotham, led most Hollywood
types to expect a slipshod outing for Bond, perhaps
even topping Moonraker in the poor Bond film battle.
These folks over-looked three things - first, the devestatingly precise eye of director Luc Besson. Second, the
apparent genetically-engineered-to-play-a-Bond-Villain
Michael Fassbender. And finally, and most importantly,
David Tennant playing perhaps the finest Bond to yet
take the screen.
London, 1899, is the setting for Bond’s adventure. The Admiralty’s intelligence division, headed by M
(played with admirable pleasure by Michael Gambon),
has a double-agent in its midsts, corresponding secretary Maria Freundlischer, who they hired with the full
knowledge that she was a double agent working for
the Tzar. The goal, of course, was to figure out the full
network of spies and gather evidence against the Russian Ambassador, Dengar Krakov, played by Fassbender.
Freudlischer is auctioning a clock built by Carl Fabergé,
the proceeds of which being her payment for double
agenting. The auction at Sotheby’s is an exciting event
and gives a fine platform for appearances by several
who have previously appeared in various roles in other
Bond films, including Joe Don Baker, as a Texas millionaire come to buy whatever of Britain he can get his
hands on (including the London Bridge, ‘for the right
price’), Maude Adams as a Swedish heiress, Gemma Arterton as Cherry Piemore, Mads Mikkelsen as a disgraced Russian peer, and Julian Glover, representing
the interests of The British Museum. We also get Jon
Hamm playing the role of Felix Leiter of the American
Secret Service. These little touches are not only fun,
but they drive the story forward. Hamm’s Leiter is the
only one whose interaction with Bond goes beyond
the auction, and he plays him with something between
reserved dignity and out-right glee.
After the auction is complete, and an assassi-

nation occurs, Bond goes on a hunt for the sleeper
cell that recruited Freundlischer, at first with the assistance of Leiter. We’re given three wonderful scenes
of Bond and Krakov facing off, including one at a London supper club. The pair sparkle in their exchanges,
especially Tennant playing a Bond somewhere between
Connery and Dalton. He’s sly, but there’s a seriousness that comes through his playful exterior, especially
when he is threatening Krakov with ‘monstrous punishment’. Eventually, the situation becomes desperate
and Bond must pursue Krakov’s main henchman, Dragemov, through the streets of London in various forms
of transport. This scene is as exciting a chase as you’ll
ever find in the Bond franchise. The special permission
the team received to shoot in Westminster Abbey adds
a lovely element to the scene’s climax, where our villain
ends up bleeding out on Christopher Marlowe’s tomb.
The finale of the film is breathtaking, with Tennant and Fassbender facing off in the kind of climax that
can only take place in the world of Bond. Or maybe
the Downey Jr. Sherlock Holmes films. Here, the action
is punctuated by the razor-sharp dialogue of the two,
and at no time is the ending certain to go either way.
The drama of the conclusion is both heart-pounding
and heart-wrenching, and at the same time it never falls
into melodrama, as so many Bond closings may.
The script is superb, especially when Bond is
allowed to simply be James Bond in Victorian London.
His exchanges with Freundlischer (Rebecca Hall) are
dazzling and sexy. His romp with Arterton and his flirtations with Moneypenny (played with a particular kittenness by Kate Mogawan), are an absolute pleasure to
behold. There’s less brawling in this one, though it is an
absolute chessmatch of a story with Fassbender and
Tennant making the most of every move. It does ring a
bit of Holmes and Moriarty, but it goes deeper, drawing
on the Bond tradition. Perhaps that’s
what holds this script so well; the ability for the storyline to indirectly reference the history of Bond while still
playing perfectly well in the 1890s.
The art direction is what’s
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expected:
Pinewood
studios setmakers giving us an incredibly detailed London. The stunts
are spectacular, perhaps
most impressive is the
fact that so little CGI
was used in them. For a
scene of Bond pursuing
Krakov across rooftops,
stuntmen actually moved
from building to building performing the leaps
without rigs; unheard of
in today’s stunt world,
but it also seems to make
stunts that in other films
would seem ordinary
pop and sizzle with a sense of real danger. The cinematography is taut, at times almost claustrophobic in its
precision, though the long takes for Bond conversations are particularly impressive. The near ten minute
tracking shot of Bond mingling and investigating at Sotheby’s is dazzling, especially with the amount of action
taking place on the edge of the frame. Editing is sharp,
fast when needed, luxurious when letting the dialogue
do the heavy lifting.
The music is where things get interesting.
After a wonderful scene of Bond tracking a parcel delivered to the British Museum containing a bomb,
which he manages to defuse in pure Bond style, we are
treated to the credits segment and theme. The song,
The Property of a Lady, is sung by Darling of the Moment Jessie Ware, with cello rockers Rasputina backing
her.The song, written by Erica Mulkey (aka San Francisco’s Unwoman), completely reflects the films concept
of continuity and departure. While shades of the the
traditional James Bond Theme are present, and hints
of Thunderball, Goldfinger, and For Your Eyes Only are
present, it’s a languid piece that holds tensions in the
orchestration. Ware’s voice deals with the complexity
of the music very well, and the swelling cellos give it
just the touch of the 19th century that we need to
bring us into the setting. The score is also strong on
it’s own. It works with the traditial Bond scores, but
it also works with a less orchestral and more s19th
century street music sound. While at
first this may feel a bit like the musical concept chosen by the Sherlock
Holmes films, this score manages to
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break into completely new areas, especially in the way
of using more wind instruments and horns, but it never
feels orcestral. It’s a hard road to hoe.
The visuals, though, are even more pointed towards getting us into the world.The animation, handled
beautifully by Anthony Lucas, creator of The Mysterious Geographic Explorations of Jasper Morello, shows
Bond adventuring through a silhouette London with
dancing woman in various states of undress. While this
kind of opening for a Bond film has not been tried, the
elements of a Magic Lantern show, coupled with the
more traditional Bond imagery, makes for an impressive, emersive experience. This segment is one of the
best of all the Bond intros, and the image down teh
barrel of the gun with Bond in the center shooting was
never so perfectly employed.
Of course, there’s also the Victorian versions
of the traditional Bond devices. The automobile, with
the wonderful flame-throwers, and the exploding pin
are all there, and made for exceptional callbacks to the
previous films.
The concerns so many had with this being a
film whose foundation was a gimmick can put that to
rest.While the logline would certainly give that impression, this is a film that would be seen as a spectacular
debut for a character and setting had it not had fifty
years of baggage. As it stands, it is still a remarkable film
that allows a character that is most beloved to move
into a world that both accentuates the character and
plays perfectly with the themes of the originals. That
tightrope might be the most difficult to walk, and it
does so wonderfully.

Batman - Gotham by Gaslight
reviewed by Christopher J Garcia

I can remember, several years back, watching
the first version of Watchmen (before John Singleton
and Kevin Smith combined their talents for the HBO
mini-series) and thinking that this was a significant film,
but flawed largely because it picked its fruit too close
to the road instead of delving deeper into the material
and making changes that made the original even more
powerful as they’d done with V for Vendetta. When I
heard that Warner Bros. had greenlit Gotham by Gaslight, I was ecstatic, it was, afterall, the greatest graphic
novel Batman ever appeared in. I had high hopes, and
when I discovered the casting of such a great group
of actors for the roles, especially Lee Pace of Pushing
Daisies as Batman, I had nothing but high hopes.
And while I was not disappointed, I was not
blown away either.
Jack the Ripper has come to Gotham City.
From there, it gets interesting. Batman, who has been
one of several masked heroes defending various parts
of Gotham, including the protectoress of the women in
the workhouses, Huntress. Bruce Wayne returns from
Europe after a five year trip through the continent, and
Batman appears, putting terror into the minds of criminals. At the same time, it appears that Jack the Ripper
has come to Gotham and is taunting the police. After
evidence is planted in Stately Wayne Manor, Bruce
Wayne ends up in jail, leaving The Huntress to try and
stop the Ripper, which she only manages to briefly do
before he makes a kill. From prison, Bruce realises who
the Ripper is, gets free for the night, tails the Huntress
after she derails an attempt to kill another working girl.
Batman and Huntress fight before Batman makes his
way and confronts the Ripper on his parent’s grave. It’s
a compact story, which allows director Gans to play
with space and time in his direction, using flashbacks
and dis-embodied dialogue to enhance his storytelling.
The plot flows somewhat slowly, but steadily, as if laying sedimentary layers towards the sky. At nearly three
hours, it feels like it’s almost three hours, but it’s never
boring, and the approach is straight forward.
The flashbacks are actually very good. Shot with
an actual 1890s Lumiere Brothers camera and scored
with the solo cello of Unwoman, the scenes covering
Bruce’s Wayne’s parents’ murder are both beautiful and

well-made. The camera work is limited, of course, but
the effect that the shooting gives is somehow unsettling.The Waynes, played with suitable grace and horror by Cate Blanchett and Mr. Genre Superstar Michael
Fassbender, are the focal point of the story and their
deaths are actually gruesome and evocative, setting the
stage realistically for the entirety of the rest of the film.
Gans decisions to give us further flashbacks, including
one of Saucy Jack’s misdeeds in London, kept the flow
and allowed for more character development to happen in the present by having powerful plot advancement in the past.
Of course, it’s Pace’s film starring as Batman
and Bruce Wayne. He is wonderful in both roles, especially during the scenes when Bruce is in jail. He’s
powerful, and surprisingly dark, as Batman, but he plays
Bruce Wayne with an oiliness that you saw briefly in
the performance of Christian Bale as Wayne. Perhaps
its the fact that he only trades on his charm for so little
of the film, only the few moments when he is in a public forum. When he is with Freud (in a fascinating segment played against Viggo Mortensen), he is analytical,
has great and steady insight. When he is in prison, he is
calculating, trying to unravel the Ripper’s identity and
his own identity. Pace’s reaction to each situation the
character is placed in is so varied, and it gives the impression of a compartmentalized individual, someone
who is trying to keep each of his selves separate. It’s a
nuanced, and at times brutally measured, performance.
The secondary characters are something of
a mixed bag. Jim Broadbent was quite re a natural
choice for Comissioner Tolliver, but he doesn’t seem
to embody the character fully, falling somewhat flat
as the blow-hard who insists that Batman is the Devil
of Gotham. Gillian Jacobs is solid, if unspectacular, as
Gwendolyn Hervey, who seems to be included simply
because she is briefly mentioned in the graphic novel.  
The portrayal of Jacob Packer by Willem Dafoe was
rather restrained, which helped the
film greatly in the believability department. The Huntress, as played by
Shawnee Smith, is both brutal and
dedicated. She is given quite a good
deal of work in the script, the only
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real addition to the original story, and she makes the
most of it. We never actually see her out of her Huntress outfit (though Smith is seen, without a single line
or close-up, at a ball that Bruce Wayne attends) and
she plays the role perfectly.This is a break-through role
for Smith, best known for her performance in the Saw
movie franchise, and has led to the green-lighting of a
Huntress 1900 film, with eyes towards a new franchise.
Richard Erdman, the 90-something year old
television veteran, provides excellent heart as Alfred.
While nothing like any Alfred from any incarnation of
the character in any medium, he makes the role his
own and is spectacular. He is less of a father figure and
more of an enabler trapped into assisting Bruce Wayne
in his nightly sprees.
The music, largely scored by Hans Zimmer, is
perfectly suited to the scenario, which makes sense as
Zimmer scored both The Dark Knight and Sherlock
Homes, both of which can be seen as the predecessors
to the film, especially in the music department.
The problems with the film aren’t too serious,
but they do weigh the film down a fair bit. The near
slavish adherence to the graphic novel. The most interesting and compelling elements, such as Huntress, Alfred’s attitude towards Bruce, and the extra flashbacks,
are all additions to the graphic novel’s story. The moments of stillness, largely when Bruce Wayne is in jail,
are impressively introverted, and add flavor to the film,
but they do stretch. The length plays against it, I was
exhausted by the end, but not as if I’d just watched a series of action sequences, but exhausted from the time
spent. It’s not an easy movie, it is exceptionally layered
and requires the viewer to maintain attention, which
does become somewhat draining. The film’s structure
is also something of a problem, because it requires a
firm understanding of how Victorian society worked. It
is a thoroughly constructed world, and that visual load
that is placed upon the viewer adds weight. This may
have been a film deserving of an intermission, and one
that will be much enjoyed on Blu-Ray.
This is a well-played film, but it is so dense, it
requires multiple viewings to really soak in all of it, but
as it stands in the theatre today, it is a bit too much for
the average Saturday night at the movies.
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Richard LinkLetter’s Perdid Street Station
reviewed by Christopher J Garcia
I thought it was some sort of joke when I first
read the news. Richard Linkletter, the director of Slacker and School of Rock taking on China Mieville’s Weird
Dark Fantasy Steampunk novel, Perdido Street Station.
I wasn’t sure what to think. This was as utterly impossible for me to understand as the Geruda philosophy
of choice. Yes, I had seen Linkletter’s A Scanner Darkly,
and as more details leaked out of the production, it
appeared that this was where Linkletter was going. It
was still a strange fit, and even more strange was the
resulting film, a dark melange of styles that impresses
at points, but ultimately misses the point of the novel,
and misuses the process it chose.
The animation process Linkletter used in both
The Waking Life and A Scanner Darkly uses life action
actors and then using a rot-scoping technique, layers
animations over them. With Perdido’s central Londonlike city, New Crobuzon, Linkletter filmed much of the
film in London, Prague, and Montreal, though did have
to resort to greenscreen filming for some significant
portions of the film. This technique does produce a
beautiful film, somewhere between a stained glass window and a Thrivant Financial commercial. The actors
are real, and their expressions come through to a degree, but unlike the previous uses of this technique, this
one requires much greater use of image creation. How
does one get a beetle-headed woman or a Hawkmanlike Garuda birdman.
The first problem was the mixing of concepts.
There were the actors who played the humans, which
were fine, but the ones that played non-humans, most
notably the carapace-headed Lin, a Khepri. The decision to use a live actor with what basically amounts to
a bug hat instead of computer animating her head was
a giant mistake. It could be seen as a way of making
it more expressionistic, but it’s also a bit jarring. Even
with the roto-scoping, it’s obviously a costume.The Garuda, Yagharek, is given a similar treatment, as was Mr.
Motley. It’s not that these poisoned the film, but they
required more of the audience than should have been
required.
The problems are bigger than those.
The original script, co-written by China Mieville

and Paul Cornell, was almost three hundred pages, with
the idea that it would be a multi-part film, or perhaps a
mini-series. When Linkletter was brought on-board, he
asked for a re-write, which came at the hands of John
Millius, at first, and then Linkletter himself taking a pass.
The resulting script was nearly two hundred pages,
with several major threads and themes cut out and a
significantly different ending, a change which they actually got sing-off from Mieville to make. The shooting
actually started before the final script was complete.
The problems with the script were two-fold. The first
was that even with precise cutting of characters and
threads, there was still a lot of material jammed into a
small space. The second problem was that the film was
utterly confusing to those who hadn’t read the book.
Too many connections had been ripped apart and the
resulting scenes stitched together. This is where Linkletter worked slightly too hard. He wanted to get as
much of the story as possible onto the screen, and in
doing so, he over-whelmed his film with too much plot.
The acting from Johnathan Rhys-Myers as Isaac
Grimnebulin (striking out the Don der of his name
from the novel) was more naturalistic than expected.
While some have pointed to his performance as too
subdued, I found that the performance actually allowed
the animation to do a lot of the heavy lifting. It was Lisa
Ling’s performance as Lin which most bothered me. It
was neither powerful in delivery, nor realistic. Without
the benefit of facial expression, her performance is so
stale and flat. She drags down much of her portion of
the film, though a nice love scene with Isaac is a good
touch.The risk of giving such a demanding role to Ryan
Reynolds as Yagharek actually paid off, as his character
feels exiled and Reynolds gives a lot of his role over
to giving us the Garuda philosophy, which he does a
remarkably good job with. Of course, Michael Fassbender’s turn as the villainous Mr. Motley is particularly
poignant.
The three completely constructed character,
the Construct Council, The Slakemoths and the Weaver. The Slakemoths, the source of the drug dreamshit,
are truly terrifying, having been designed by the Brothers Quay, one of the most recogniseable pairs of ani-

mators in the world, best known for their work with
the band Tool. The Weaver, a multi-dimensional being in
the form of a giant spider, is suitably weird, but it is the
Construct Council that most impresses, largely due to
the vast scale. One single shot, a shot of Isaac speaking
with the Council, is almost over-whelming. The Construct is so powerfully displayed that it steals focus
from the rest of the visuals. It is the least ‘processed’
portion of the film, though it is the one that required
the most work. It’s so very impressive, but it feels like
the kind of thing you’d see in a HUGE budget production that went the entire distance instead of having the
audience deal with a series of Expressionistic elements
elsewhere. The consistency of the film is much in question.
With the somewhat bloated two hours, forty
minute run-time, the film starts to grate a bit within the
first hour, but when it begins to work towards overwhelming the audience, it becomes more powerful.The
final hour is much stronger than the rest, and it the
one part that requires the least of the viewer. When
measured out against the other steampunk films of this
crazy summer, it falls significantly short. It has moments,
such as watching the confrontation between a Garuda
and Isaac, which are among the best of all films in recent years. Still, to get at those moments, you must
move through the rest of Perdido Street Station, which
can be difficult.

The Difference Engine

reviewed by Christopher J Garcia
Of all the Steampunk films of this summer, none
were more concerning than the announcement of the
first-ever collaboration of director Baz Luhrmann and
Phillip Glass. The pair chose one of the iconic novels of
the 1990s Steampunk realm: Gibson & Sterling’s The
Difference Engine. It’s a difficult novel, and transistioning that story to a opera seemed, well, difficult.
But the result, without question, justifies both
the expense and the praise it has received, despite losing almost two hundred million dollars.
Perhaps what is most interesting is the music,
which is quite unlike what one would expect both
from a Steampunk opera and from Phillip Glass. This is
a resolutely tonal opera, a far cry from much of Glass’
other work, but it is also not attempting to present
VIctorian-feeling music. This falls somewhere between
the work of Schoenberg and Peter Maxwell Davies, It
has many of the minimalist markings that one would
expect from Glass, but the music seems to exist in a
world where tones play off each other in many of the
ways that algorithms might interact with each other.
The rather pervasive use of percussion carries entire
movements of the near four hour musical encounter.
The singing is slightly more difficult.We are presented with Hollywood actors trying to sing Opera.
We get Edward Mallory portrayed with charm by the
brilliant Hugh Jackman, who thoroughly rises to the
challenge of the singing. Sadly, the same can not be said
for Michael Fassbender, whose performance as Laurence Oliphant is very strong, but whose voice does
nto carry the emotion that should be be layered upon
it. Perhaps it is Sybil Gerard that is both the most impressive and the most disappointing. Casting the wonderful Toni Collette. While she completely rises to the
challenge of the material, she’s both too old for the
role, though she does seem far younger than her years,
and she seems to take it into a direction that is almost
too brassy, too bold. This choice seems to play against
the concept of the character as presented in the novel,
but it is an impressive performance and it does add to
the film’s impact for those unfamiliar with the previous
work.
While the costumes and cinematography are
spectacular, with Luhrmann’s traditional attention to
detail. Perhaps the most lavish set designs of the last
decade are present in this masterpiece!

